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1.1 Introduction and FAQ
The aim of this site is to facilitate microbes (including pathogenic bacteria) genotyping essentially for
epidemiological purposes. Typing is sequence-based. Data from a variety of assays can be managed,
including polymorphic tandem repeat typing (MLVA), multiple locus sequence typing (MLST), single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and spoligotyping assays based upon clustered regularly
interspersed palindromic repeats (CRISPRs).
Some complementary information on the way to create and manage databases can be found in the
MLVA wiki! More specific information on individual databases and associated assays can be found on
dedicated support websites (links to articles, protocols, primer information).

1.2 What is a Database in MLVAbank?
A database in MLVABank is an interactive representation of typing data. After import from a commaseparated values (CSV) file, the data can be edited: modification or deletion of strain data, creation,
renaming, deletion of columns, new CRISPR spacers, etc. MLVABank can support any numerical data
as produced for instance by MLVA, MLST, SNP, “Spoligotyping” and “CRISPR” assays. A database can
be queried or viewed. It can be shared with other registered users or even made public.

1.3 What is a cooperative Database?
A cooperative database is a conglomerate of independently managed databases. It may be useful to
manage different projects, curated independently. The databases can be created by the same
laboratory, but also by different laboratories in different countries. Cooperative databases can thus
help strengthen a community of genotypers.
A minimum set of common rules have to be agreed in order for the aggregation to work. For this
some coordination is needed. A cooperative database is created with a first database. Then
additional database will be added to this cooperative database, but they need to contain the same
headings, fields names, experiment names. It is recommended to practice with simple test files. Also,
the internal communication tool may be convenient.

1.4 What is a Query?
A query is a method for comparing strains in database. A database is selected, then an assay and
markers are chosen, before submitting data from one isolate. The result lists the closest strains
present in the database. A dendrogram can be drawn, or a Newick format tree can be exported for
drawing in dedicated software. If the database contains geographic localization information, the best
matches can be geolocalised.

1.5 What is a View?
A View is a method to display all strains present in a database. Columns can be hidden. Lines can be
sorted according to column content. The database creator or administrator may have made
accessible a pdf file with extra general information on the database.

1.6 What is a CSV file?
A CSV file (comma-separated values) stores tabular data in a plain-text form. Each record contains a
number of fields, separated by a comma ("," or ";").
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2 Creating an account
2.1 Differences between visitor and user
Visitors can query and view public databases (including public cooperative databases). A
logged-in user can create, modify, query, view and manage databases, including sharing
them with other users, or making them public. A user has access to the “In Silico Genotyping”
and the “Columns preferences” functionalities. Registration is free.

2.2 Home page overview
1. [Home]: Link to return to the MLVAbank home page.
2. [Log on]: link to login for registered users, or to create an account.
3. [Cooperative Box]: list of public cooperative databases.
4. [Public Database Box]: list of public databases.
5. [Query]: run a query (alternatively, double-click on the database name).
6. [View]: view a database.
7. [Details]: view and select the components of ancooperative database.
8. [See List…]: list all non-hidden databases.
9. [Orsay Lab]: Orsay-lab home page.
10. [ClustrMaps®]: link to overview of visits to mlva.u-psud.fr.

2.3 Creating an account and login
2.3.1 Creating an account
To subscribe on the site, click "log on" then "get a login"
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Fill the form and "subscribe!".
An email will be sent with login information.

2.3.2 Resetting password
To reset password, click "Log on" then "Reset it"

Enter login and an email will be sent to the associated e-mail address with a temporary password.

2.3.3 Changing Profile and personal information
To change personal settings fill the form and click “Apply changes”.
To change the password click “Change password” and enter the new password in both fields.
To delete an account click “Delete your account”. Databases created with this account will be erased,
and groups created will be redistributed.
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2.4 Managing Groups
2.4.1 Creating a group

To create a group, find a name and check group members.

2.4.2 Leave a group or see members
Click on "detail" to see the other members of a group.
The manager and the other group members will be
shown.
Click "Quit" to be removed from a group. Group
managers need to transfer the management to another
user before quitting.

2.4.3 Managing groups
2.4.3.1 Adding a member to a group
To add a member, select a user in the list and “Add”; multiple users can be added at once. Next, click
on the second “Add” button to invite them.

2.4.3.2 Showing members
To see member of a group click “Show Members”.

2.4.3.3 Excluding one member
After “show members”, some members can be removed
by clicking on “Exclude”.

2.4.3.4 Deleting the group
Clicking “Delete the group”.

2.4.3.5 Changing the manager
Select one group and a user. Then “Submit”.
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3 Managing Databases
3.1 Select a database

A database needs to be selected in order to make a query or modify it. Click “Database”, choose a
simple or a cooperative database to click on the name or directly click on View or Query.

3.2 Database
3.2.1 Create a database
To create a new database, click “+” on the left of “Simple Database”

Choose a name for the database and select the corresponding CSV data file.
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1. Indicate which column is the « key » (by default, the first column will be taken as such).
2. Option: indicate which column (if any) contains the geographic location data.
3. Option: indicate which column (if any) contains the octal representation of spoligotyping.
4. Manage Columns:
Each column present in the data file must be defined as « information », « data »
of some kind, or «unused» (do not import). Columns for which “do not import”
(default option) is checked will not be imported in the database.
a. Indicate which columns contain information worth importing in the database.
b. Indicate columns corresponding to MLVA or other typing data.
c. Tip for fast selection: click on the buttons to select all rows below.
Activate “SEND” at the bottom of the screen. Let the import proceed (it may take a few minutes,
especially if a “geographic location” column has been defined, and depending on the size of your
database). The database has been created.
As metadata it is possible to include columns with URLs or e-mail address using the format
"nameoflink (http://www.adress.com)" or "Name (address@adress.com)" (<> can also be used
instead of ()).

3.2.2 Deleting a database
To erase a database, click “-” in the left of “Simple Database” then
choose one of them and “Submit”. All permissions, panels etc…
will be permanently erased.
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3.2.3 Modifying a database

To modify a database click on “Database”=>”Other”=>“Manage Database”.

3.2.3.1 Adding columns
To add a column select the type of this column (Metadata, MLVA…) then write the name and “Add”.

3.2.3.2 Deleting columns
Click “Delete this column” to erase it. All information will be permanently erased.

3.2.3.3 Renaming columns
To rename a column select the type of the column then choose the name in the list. Write the new
name then “Rename” button.

3.2.3.4 Rename the database
To rename the database, click on the name in the title, choose a new name and valid.

3.2.4 Export
A database can be exported in CSV format by clicking “Databases”
=>”Exports”.
Select the export output:






CSV(;) : If French excel
CSV(,) : If other excel
MicroGeno: to import database in microgeno.org
PHYLOViz: to use www.phyloviz.net
Octal: to export spoligotyping in octal

Export a database with some panels set the file with panels' informations and for each panels the
genotypes of strains.
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3.2.5 Define support web page

It is possible to link out the database to an independent website providing support information.
The upper part of the “Define support web page” contains three fields:
1. Creator: to indicate the owner of the database.
2. Website: a link to the external webpage for example.
3. Description field: e.g. a short description of the database or other comments.
The lower part allows to define one or two additional links, associated with each genotyping
method.
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3.3 Cooperative Database

3.3.1 Create (1)
The creation of a database is required in order to be able to create a cooperative database. Choose a
name and select a first database which will contribute to this cooperative database and submit.

3.3.2 Manage (2)
The cooperative databases of the logged user are listed here.

3.3.2.1 Show databases
Click “Show bases” to list the databases currently contributing to the corresponding cooperative
database.

3.3.2.2 Add and remove databases
To add a new database to a cooperative database, select one database in the
list and “Add”.
If this database is not yet compatible in terms of field names, marker, etc. a
popup window indicates some requirements for harmonization with the
cooperative database matrix.
1. Add some columns to the cooperative database or delete columns of
the database.
2. The cooperative database matrix or the database to be added may not
have the same genotyping methods. The only solution is to create
another database with the same genotyping methods, even if no
data is provided.
To remove a database after “Show bases” click on “Take off” to take off this
base of the cooperative database. The database itself will not be affected.
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3.3.2.3 Edit the support web page
Indicate or modify the support website coordinates and some additional information. These
information are shown in “View” or “Query”.

3.3.2.4 Export skeleton
Export the skeleton of a cooperative database (convenient way to create a new compatible
database).

3.3.2.5 Generate Tree
Generate dendrogram tree (maximum 200 strains)

3.3.3 Delete
A cooperative database can be deleted with the button “Drop this cooperative”. The contributing
databases will not be affected.

3.3.4 Sharing a cooperative database
3.3.4.1 The reasons for sharing
A cooperative database needs to be shared to make it visible by other selected users, or to allow
users to contribute their own databases. See the page “Sharing databases”.

3.3.4.2 Adding a database to a cooperative database
This part works as “Add and remove databases” above.

3.3.4.3 Changing the ownership of a cooperative database (3)
To change the manager of a cooperative database select
the cooperative database and a user then “Submit”.

3.3.4.4 Making a cooperative database publicly accessible
Cooperative databases (including all data of contributing databases) can be made public, i.e. visible
by anyone. To publish one such database please contact the administrators by email or internal
message to the group “AdminGp”.

3.3.4.5 Shared databases (4)
Cooperative databases to which the logged user has been granted access are listed. The framework
of the database can be exported (skeleton) using either the comma or semi-colon separator.
Databases can be added, if the right to do so has been given.

3.3.4.6 Export the data
To allow user to download your data from a cooperative click “Show Bases” and click “Enable
export”.
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3.4 Panel
3.4.1 Create
Panels of loci can be defined in order to easily select markers during
a query. Markers constituting the panel are selected and
subsequently ordered.
Click “Create a panel”, choose a panel name. The first click on a
marker will select the type of genotyping assay for this panel.
Markers are included or removed using the “X” button or double
click. Green is for "included".
The arrows will move a marker up or
down.
After a panel has been created, a
genotype library will be automatically
calculated. Panels can also be defined
in the initial CSV data file. After the header line, include one line per
panel as described below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the first column type “panel”
In the second column indicate the name of the panel
Check by “X” each marker to be included in the panel.
If genotypes have already been defined for this panel, include a
column using the panel name as column header. Indicate
genotype numbers in this column.
In the CSV file if there is a problem with genotypes after the creation
(such as different genotype numbers assigned to identical genotypes,
or the opposite), an error message will be provided.

3.4.2 Deleting a panel
To delete a panel, “Remove a panel” in the left menu and
select a panel. Click “Submit” to remove this panel. When a
panel, is removed, all associated genotypes are also
permanently erased.

3.4.3 Modifying a panel
The "Modify a panel" page is identical to the panel creation page. Adding or removing one marker
will permanently erase the previous genotype library to generate a new one.
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3.5 Strains
3.5.1 Adding strains
To import data from new strains,
two options are proposed: adding
strains one by one or using a CSV file
to add automatically multiple
strains. When importing from a CSV
file, the user can decide to overwrite
preexisting data in case of entries
with identical keys.

3.5.2 Editing strains
To modify strains in a database, select a number of
strains in the list and click “Modify”.
Strains associated data can be edited by clicking on a
value.
To edit multiple values: select the type of data and one
column, use the "find and replace" tool.
After modifications click on “Confirm Modification?” to
validate changes.

3.5.2.1 Deleting strains
To delete strains, select them, check the data and
"confirm deletion".
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3.6 Genotyping
3.6.1 Generating genotype numbers
A library of genotype numbers is automatically generated for each panel.
Genotype numbers can also be imported automatically during the creation of the database (see
above, "Panel" paragraph).

3.6.2 Managing genotypes

Automatically generated genotype numbers are
identified by the "temp" prefix.
Click on “Manage Genotype” in the left menu,
select a panel to see the list of genotypes for this
panel.
Choose one or more genotype(s) and click on the
button to see.
Click on the name or the comment to edit, then
“Validate modification?” to save.
The “Automatic genotype rename” allows to
rename each genotype with the part of word.
Prefix and suffix are editable as well as the
starting number.
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3.7 Managing CRISPR data

3.7.1 Creating a CRISPR database
When using CRISPR data, a CRISPRtionary can be defined to associate spacer sequences to spacer Ids.
As with the strain adding procedure, two import options are proposed, one by one or using a CSV file.

3.7.2 Browsing the CRISPR database

Browsing the CRISPRtionary to see spacer sequences. To search
key or sequence, select the search and fill the text area.
Click on sequence to see the strains containing this spacer.

3.7.3 Modifying or deleting some
CRISPR spacers
“Manage the CRISPR database” allows to edit the
name, the annotation and the sequence for spacers.

Click on the element to modify it.
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3.8 Updating Information
3.8.1 Tree drawing

A dendrogram can be generated for a database containing
up to 1000 strains. Select additional information to add in
the dendrogram and click “Create Tree”.
After you can update this tree or draw it.
The tree can be accessed when viewing the database.
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4 Viewing and querying databases
The “View” part allows to show every strains of a database or a cooperative. Lines can be sorted
according to column content using the “arrow” button.
The "Query" part allows to compare a user submitted genotype to the database.

4.1 Table Manipulation
4.1.1 Hiding columns
Columns can be hidden by clicking on their name. To restore the columns click on the leftmost
column header, “Key”. If there are some panels, select one to hide some markers.

4.1.2 Navigation

This menu allows the browsing of the database by selecting the number of line to show per page,
clicking on the page or choose your page in the “go to” area.
To display other information in this menu, pass the cursor over this menu.

4.2 Newick tree

This menu provides the Newick tree calculated with “Update Informations” part.

4.3 Geographic location
This menu displays a link to see the geographic location from all strains if a geographic field and
geographic information were provided.
To see the geographic location button, pass the cursor over the page menu.

4.4 Marker Selection and display of genotyping data in a query
To make a query choose some markers by:



Selecting a panel (a predefined and ordered set of loci)
or
Checking markers

The “Display Part” of this page mean “display MLVA data” or other genotyping method. This autocheck when a marker or a panel are selected.
After the selection “Submit” this form.
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4.5 Marker values and parameters
4.5.1 Parameters
The user can define a number of parameters during a query:


Choose the maximum number of strains (200 max)



Choose the maximum distance

4.5.2 Type of display
There are two display modes for the query


Default: display the strains including strains with an identical genotype.



No doublets: Display a single genotype, a list of the strains with an identical genotype is
provided by clicking on the key.

4.5.3 Markers values
A sample genotype is indicated, corresponding to the first strain in the data file. Click on it, it will be
pasted in the query window. Copy Paste in the first case some values fill the form correctly. To
change values on spoligotyping value, click on the representation or change the number.

4.6
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Results
The results page of a query can be customized as
follows:

4.6.1 Hiding columns
Clicking on columns headers will hide them. Clicking on
the "Key" column header will restore all columns (see
also "column preferences" available to logged users).

4.6.2 Genotype
Selecting a panel shows the strains genotype, click on
“Genotype” to switch the display. If the strains were
not genotyped for this panel there is no change.
Comments or genotype values are shown when moving
the cursor on the genotype.
To restore all values, click on “Genotype”.

4.6.3 CRISPR

The CRISPR handling is different, the number of “Shared Spacer” is used as a distance, instead of the
categorical coefficient. The blue spacer mean present in the query. Click on a spacer to show
available associated data (“Managing CRISPR data”). To hide the sequence double-click on it.

4.6.4 Display the list of strains with an identical genotype
If the “Do not display duplicate genotypes” option was selected, click on the italicized strain name to
show other strains with the same genotype.
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4.7 Tree Drawing
To generate a Newick tree click on “Tree
drawing” in the menu, choose relevant
metadata and “Submit”. Now the tree is
generated and can be displayed with
“Treedyn” or “Phyfi”.

4.8 Accessing geographic view
If the database has some geographic location, it can be shown with “Access geographic view”, after
selection of metadata and "submit".

4.9 Accessing the matrix of distances and Export matrix of distances to
MEGA format
Click on the link.

5 Geolocalisation
5.1 Create a geolocalisation

During the import of a new database(using “Create”) select the column which contains information
on geographical position. Select this column in the second field.
If longitude and latitude information is available for some isolates, it needs to be provided in two
columns called “lon” and “lat” respectively. When present, longitude and latitude data will be used
rather than the information provided in the geolocalisation field, and a “*” will be inserted before
the name of city or country to reflect this.

5.2 Editing a geolocalisation
While “Editing strains”, longitude and latitude will be automatically recalculated and updated if the
geographical information field is modified (here “isolated_in”).
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5.3 Accessing the geolocalisation
Access the geolocalisation from
“View” or “Query”, select relevant
metadata fields, “Submit” and the
map appears.

The Right menu is the list of strains, click on to bring up the details of the metadata.

6 MailBox
This tool may be useful to communicate with other members of the site.

6.1 Inbox
The inbox display discussions with other registered users.
The color code is red for unread messages and brown
otherwise. Click on “X” button to stop following this
discussion. In the absence of followers, all associated
messages will be erased.
The “Communication”
messages are unread.

menu

indicates

how

many
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6.2 Composing or answering a message
To compose a message, first select users or group in the
list and add them in the field “Users or group chosen”
with the “Add” button.
Find a title to the discussion in “Subject”.
Write the message and “SEND” it (click next to the button
to check the fields and then click on “SEND”).
An email will be send to all those selected.

To answer, open the message from inbox. A post can be deleted with the button, followers can be
added to this discussion.

6.3 Sentbox
The Sentbox is a historic of sent messages, they can be read by clicking on the discussion title.
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7 Sharing databases
7.1 Sharing a database with other users

Databases, including “cooperative” databases,
can be shared with other users. Select users or
groups in the list, choose one kind of database
then the list of permission appears for simple
database:






Only see: the shared database can be
queried or viewed.
Panels: Allow this user to create new
panels into the database and generate
new genotype lists.
Strains: the user can add strains data.
All: Allows this user to add, modify, remove strains, information, panels etc…

“Cooperative” list of permission:
 Only see: the user can query or view the database.
 Add or remove: the user is allowed to add a database into the cooperative database.

7.2 Making a database public
A database can be made visible by all with this menu. Select
the database in the list and “Submit” and your database will
be publish sometime after.
To make public a cooperative database see “Making a
cooperative”

7.3 Shared databases
On this page all shared databases are listed.

7.4 Hidden databases
A hidden database will not be listed in “See list of
private and no hidden databases”.
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8 In Silico Genotyping
This tool has been developped to extract an MLVA genotype or SNP from genome sequence data. For
each strain to be analysed, the sequence data can be submitted in one or multiple contigs. At present
(Arpil 2013) this tool works only for the extraction of MLVA and SNP data. Primers data needs to be
provided, the primer names incorporate the allele coding convention (repeat unit size, and
correspondence between one allele size (expressed in base-pair) and repeat unit copy number for
MLVA and It’s need a FASTA for the reference strain and the list of SNP position in this reference.

8.1 FASTA file
To import FASTA file, select a file or copy paste the content. To use multiple contigs, chromosomes or
plasmids, just select them or copy paste consecutively.

8.2 MLVA Primers Data
Choose a family and add some primers by double click or select them and “Enter”.
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8.3 Adding and Removing MLVA Primers Data
To add new personals primers, select a family or specify another. Copy paste primers and click “add”.
Primers must look like:name_repeat-unit-size_pcr-product-size_associated-repeat-copy-number
“Mtub01_18bp_328bp_10U GAGAAACAGGAGGGCGTTG TATTACGACGACCGCTATGC”

To delete primers, select family and primers, click on delete.

8.4 SNP specification
Upload the FASTA file of the reference strain, and copy paste the position list. The position list use a
name for the column, an identification word to find in which plasmid or chromosome we must
search. This word must be in the first FASTA and the reference FASTA. The last number it’s the SNP
position in the reference FASTA.
The size of sequence to find the FASTA is editable.

8.5 Submit a form

Before submitting the form, there are some modifiable configurations:


Rounded to round correctly the copy number, by default
1. [0,0.25[ = 0
2. [0.25,0.75] = 0.5
3. ]0.75,1] = 1




Display copy number or/and size in base pair (and select how display the size).
And keep the locus name or just the short name.
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9 Columns Preferences
This menu is used to customise the
appearance of a database. Fields can be
masked or reordered. These preferences are
user-specific.
To specify order and display metadata in a
database.
Select a database, click on line to move up or
down, display or hide, and save preference.
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